
THE ANT-LION

1. Answer the following questions
a. In the first paragraph of the story what are the two children trying to do?

 In the first paragraph of the story the boy is trying to prevent an ant from getting 
out of a pit and the girl is trying to help it escape from an ant-lion, which is also in 
the pit.

b. How do we know that Morvenna is not too keen on continuing the activity that she and 
her brother are engaged in?
 We know Morvenna is not too keen on continuing the activity that she and her 

brother have engaged in because she tells Max not to put another end in the pit. 
She threatens to kill the Ant-lion if he does.

c. How do we know that the children are completely absorbed in watching the meat-ant 
being attacked by the ant-lion? Choose two sentences( from different paragraphs) 
which tell us that their concentration was directed towards the battle alone. 
 We know that the children are completely absorbed in watching the Meat-ant being 

attacked by the Ant-lion through the following statements:”in their minds the ant 
and it arena of battle enlarged, filled the whole world. The two children stared 
down, lying on their stomach, heads almost together”.

d. What difficulties did the Meat-Ant have to contend with, in trying to get out of reach of 
the ant-lion? 
 The two obstacles, which the meat-ant has to contend with in trying to get out of 

reach of the ant-lion are firstly Max who keeps pushing the meat-ant back again and 
the slippery sandy slope of the pit, which is difficult to get a grip.

e. Which words and expressions are used to describe the movement of the ant-lion?
 Several words and expression are used to describe the movements of the ant-lion, 

which are crouches the lion, big as a real lion; quick, dexterous, it thrust its stumpy 
forelegs from the sand and began to jerk its head, heavy and tool-like; those 
relentless tool-jaws hung on like the jaws of a dingo harassing a sheep; he released 
the leg and made for the ant’s body, seizing him by the abdomen; hideous, swift.

These questions are more difficult. Discuss them first.

f. At the beginning Max says about the ant-lion, ‘I want to show it to everyone’. At the end 
of the story Morvenna asks him excitedly, ‘ Are you going to bring Harry down and show 
it to him?’ Max tells her to shut up. Why do you think he changes his mind about 
showing the ant-lion to his friends. 
 In the beginning Max is too absorbed in the game; he probably think it is good fun. 

When he has seen a few ants suffer he begins to think more seriously about what he 
is doing. Perhaps he begins to feel abit ashamed of what he has done by taking away 
innocent lives and subjecting them to such slow torture. This is why he does not 
wish to show the ant lion to Harry animal.

g. Do you think Morvenna wanted to safe the ant? Give evidence for your answer.



 Morvenna did not really want the meat-ant to suffer. At first she tried to stop Max 
from continuing from this game but part of her also wanted to enjoy the sport, and 
see what ultimately happened. 

h. Why does the ant lion send ‘a shudder through Morvenna’ as she watches him?
 Morvenna shuddered because the ant-lion seemed like a machine when it attacked 

and killed the meat-ant. She was so absorbed in the scene that it became all-
encompassing, frightening and hideous.

2. Answer the following questions with reference to context.
a. the two children sat up slowly, breathing again.

i. what ahd made the children hold their breath in the first place?
 The children held their breath because of the excitement of watching the ants lost 

struggle.

        ii. why was it possible now for them to breathe again?

 It was possible now for them to breathe again because the ant had finally 
disappeared into the hole.

      iii. what were their feelings after this?

 After this, they felt guilty for what they had been doing.

b. Morvenna give a scream. ‘If you do, Maxie, I’ll kill the lion’?

 i. what made Morvenna scream?

 Max was going to get a meat-ant and feed it to the ant lion.
Morvenna did not want him to do that, so she screamed.

ii. what is the ‘lion’ she refers to?

 The ‘lion’ that she refers to is the hideous ant lion.

iii. why does she threaten to kill the lion?

 She threatens to kill the ant-lion because it has already been fed with a number of 
ants.

iv. does she carry out her threat? And if not, how does she react to what Maxie does subsequently?

 No, she does not carry out her threat. She sits with her hands over her eyes, saying 
she won’t look, but then peers through the crack between her fingers to see what is 
happening to the ant-lion, and what Maxie does subsequently. 

C, the golden air should have been full of their shrieks and groaning.

i.What time of day was it?



 It was afternoon.

ii. what sound were in the air, if any?

 It was silent apart from the endless liquid from the creek.

iii. whose shrieks and groaning would these have been?

 This would have been the shrieks and groaning of the ants being eaten by the ant-
lion in the pit.

iv. Why should there have been any shrieking?

 There was shrieking because the ant were being killed in a ruthless way.

v. what happen immediately after this?

 After this, the last ant was killed by the ant-lion. Morvenna shuddered as she 
watched the whole tortuous process, Max sat up, and eventually the children ran 
away from the sordid place.

WORKING WITH WORDS

1.

a. slowly(sat)

b. Frenziedly (pulling)

c. frantically (worked)

d. truly (kill)

e. Treacherously ( slipped)

f. ruthlessly (pulled)

g. gingerly (holding)

h. persistently (slipped)

i. uncertainly (stood)

j. finally ( dislodged)

2. 

a. thrust, push, shifting

b. (Assignment)



3. 

(only answers)

a. spasmodic

b. frenziedly

c. persistently

d. dexterous 

e, monotonous

f. dimension

LEARNING ABOUT LANGUAGE

Find the mistakes in the following and correct them

(only answers)

a. I am going to the market but Meera is not.
b. You are working hard but your friend is not.
c. Sita is having roast chicken but the others are having vegetable curry.
d. Drawing and writing are good skills to learn, but scrawling is not so good.
e. Chennai has been market on the map of Rajapuram, Dinanagar and Pratappet have been left off.
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